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For Immediate Release:   

Alert Management Systems announces   

Alert on the Cloud 

 

Colorado Springs, Colorado.  Alert Management Systems (Alert), an industry leader in 

Windows-based rental management software, is pleased to announce the latest 

iteration of the Cloud-based deployment of its rental software.   

“Alert clients directly benefit from the cost-cutting and streamlining capabilities of the 
Cloud without losing control or paying a premium over traditional software licensing,” 
according to Rob Ross, President of Alert Management Systems.  Alert on the Cloud is 

designed to significantly reduce IT expenses for rental stores, while making it possible to 
seamlessly expand to virtually any number of users.  Reasonable monthly hosting fees 

can be based on the size and configuration of the dedicated host server(s), regardless of 
the number of end-users,” added Ross. 

Data security is assured through hosting on your own dedicated virtual server and other 

infrastructure at Alert’s Colorado Springs-based Data Center, which is 100% owned and 
managed by the IT experts at Springs Hosting:  www.springshosting.com. 

“We are very pleased to be working with Alert Management Systems and honored to 
supply their customers with a secure and reliable hosting environment for their 
customers’ deployed software,” said Jeremy Keefe, CIO at Springs Hosting. 

Alert on the Cloud eliminates the need for in-store servers, backups, or expensive server 
upgrades and maintenance contracts.  Alert’s Support Agreement even includes sending 

an Alert technician on-site to your server (10 minutes from Alert headquarters) to 
physically inspect or maintain it, if needed.    

http://www.springshosting.com/
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So this means you have all the convenience of a premises-based system without any of 
the issues of hardware obsolescence or Windows operating system maintenance.  A 
generous SLA Agreement assures 99.99 % uptime, without ‘forced’ upgrades (not 

requested by you), or other inconveniences of a ‘shared’ server environment.   

The service includes daily backups and the latest encryption technology used by banks 

and global corporations.  You may purchase your Alert EasyPro user licensing on a 
permanent (perpetual license) basis, or pay a one-time setup charge and an all-inclusive 
monthly per-user fee based on the number of licensed users.  All the choices are yours.   

About Alert Management Systems 

Alert Management Systems (www.alertms.com) is an award-winning supplier of 

Windows® equipment rental management software.  Along with the most innovative 
new technology, Alert provides expert support for thousands of end-users who write 
millions of rental contracts.  Alert’s business spans 50 US States, Canada, the Caribbean 

Islands and several other countries.  In addition to its leadership in general tool, 
construction and industrial rental markets, Alert has also become the #1 supplier of 

event/party rental software.  Alert was founded in 1976. 

www.alertms.com 
Contact:  Rob Ross 

Phone:  800-530-8050 
Email: info@alertms.com 

 
Jeff Knoepke, Alert’s VP of Client Care, is shown with Alert servers inside Springs Hosting 

(www.springshosting.com).  Measured performance is faster than customer (on-
premises) servers in most cases. 
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About Springs Hosting 
 
Springs Hosting (http://www.springshosting.com) operates an SSAE 16 Type II data 

center in Colorado Springs, CO.  The HIPPA compliant facility maintains multiple 
redundant connections to the internet via BPG4 and three primary tier one providers in 

addition to a 100% redundant network featuring multiple inline backup generators to 
protect against city power failures. The secure data center exemplifies the very latest 
network and security choices for customers. 

 

http://www.springshosting.com/

